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A B S T R A C T

The electrodeposition, in particular the electro-base generation method, is an alternative to conventional
washcoating to coat open-cell metallic foams, especially small pore size ones. In this work, the method was
applied for the in-situ synthesis of cerium-based coatings, CeO2 and Pd-CeO2, on 100 pores per inch (ppi) FeCrAl
foams. The range of parameters suitable for the electrodeposition of CeO2 films of different thickness and
morphology was firstly investigated, i.e. Ce(NO3)3 concentration, potential applied, and deposition time. Then
the most challenging one step Pd-CeO2 electrodeposition was studied; the Pd content and distribution were
optimized considering also the electrochemistry and chemistry of Pd2+ species, i.e. by selection of a suitable
Pd2+ complex precursor (Pd(NH3)4(NO3)2 or PdCl2 in HCl). Coated foams were calcined at 550 °C to obtain the
structured catalysts. The CO oxidation was used as a model reaction to test the activity of Pd-CeO2 catalysts.

The electrodeposition of cubic fluorite CeO2 coatings on the surface of the foam ranging from few to 18 μm and
made by compact and/or platelet particles was easily achieved and with a high reproducibility. The Pd-CeO2 samples
prepared from the ammine-containing electrolyte, though generated a well-adhered coating, resulted in a lower Pd
content than the nominal value of the electrolyte. A high electrolyte concentration containing PdCl2 combined with a
short time allowed to deposit a rather thick Pd-containing CeO2 coating avoiding the massive Pd° deposition. CO
oxidation tests, especially at high flow rates, confirmed the key role of the coating and Pd distribution on the activity of
the structured catalysts. A comparison of the conversion in mass transfer regime and estimates with literature corre-
lations was presented, showing that, despite the very complex geometry of the support, a remarkably high quantity of
the available surface is effectively exploited, paving the way for compact catalytic converters.

1. Introduction

CeO2-based coatings on 3D supports result in promising structured
catalysts for environmental catalytic processes, three way catalysts (TWCs)
[1,2] and CH4 combustion [3], preferential CO oxidation [4], and syngas-
related processes, i.e. reforming [5] and water gas shift [6,7], among others.
In these structured catalysts, the advantages of dispersing a metal into the
redox CeO2 support with oxygen storage capacity [1,8] are combined with
those of the structured support [9]. The coating procedure needs to be
optimized to achieve a good coverage and adhesion of the catalysts to the
3D support, especially to small pore size metallic ones, and to avoid any
modification in the CeO2 properties (its surface area and defects are of
paramount importance to tailor the catalytic performances). The dip-coating
in acid-free conditions fulfils some of these requirements [5]. The synthesis

of CeO2 or CeO2-based catalysts on the 3D support by an electrochemical
route can be considered as an alternative to the conventional procedure to
coat small pore size foams avoiding pore blockage.

The electro-base generation method is a cost effective and green method
with low material waste to quickly precipitate CeO2 (or cerium hydroxides)
directly onto simple shaped metal substrates such as Cu [10], stainless steel
[11,12], Ni [13], Ni alloy [14], and Ti alloy [15], which has been widely
used for anticorrosion purposes. To control the nucleation, growth, and
crack formation of pristine CeO2, several cerium precursors (CeCl3 and Ce
(NO3)3) [13] in concentrations ranging from a few mM [16,17] to 0.1-
0.25M [14,18–20], solvents (mainly water but also alcohols) [13,16], ad-
ditives (PVP) [16], and deposition parameters (e.g. temperature and applied
current) [11,19] were investigated. In a CeCl3 solution saturated with O2,
the reduction of O2 is reported to both increase the pH and oxidize Ce3+ to
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Ce4+; this latter process is enhanced by the generation of the H2O2 inter-
mediate Ce(OH)22+ [10]. On the other hand, for Ce(NO3)3, although the
NO3

− reduction to NO2
− or NH4

+ could be responsible for the pH increase,
its role has been sometimes discarded [14].

Coatings for catalytic applications can be obtained from con-
centrated Ce(NO3)3 aqueous electrolytes, i.e. 0.1M [21]. A high current
density (up to 50 A m−2), applied to supports dipped in concentrated
electrolytes, decrease the particle and crystallite size since nucleation is
favoured against growth [15,19], and increase the amount of oxygen
vacancies [22]. However, at very high current intensities the pre-
cipitation mechanism is predominant and there are not changes in the
sizes [18]. Particle shapes, spherical and needle-like, are also reported
to depend on the Ce(NO3)3 concentration [16,18], the former is related
to CeO2 and the latter to Ce(OH)3. However, other parameters such as
the composition of the substrate and the electrochemical conditions
seem to determine the electrodeposited crystalline phases [22]. The
effect of the preparation parameters has been also observed in the
coatings after calcination [15].

Electrodeposition enables co-depositing cerium with other elements
such as cobalt, nickel, and samarium to obtain Ce1-xCoxO2-δ nanorods
on Cu [23], nickel-cerium hydroxides on stainless steel mesh [24], and
Sm3+ doped CeO2 on Pt [25,26]. When dealing with highly reducible
species, such Pt, a film of Pt° particles well dispersed and embedded in a
porous CeO2 substrate is electrodeposited on a glassy carbon electrode
[27]. In the preparation of Pt-CeO2 coatings on FeCrAl foams for me-
thanol combustion, the two-step pulsed electrodeposition of Pt nano-
particles from a H2PtCl6 solution followed by cathodic electrodeposi-
tion of CeO2 thin films from a nitrate bath is more successful than the
simultaneous cathodic electrodeposition of Pt and CeO2 [21].

In our previous work, we report the feasibility of the electro-
deposition to prepare CeO2 and Pd-CeO2 coatings on high pore density
open-cell FeCrAl foams for environmental catalytic applications [28].
In a one-step Pd-CeO2 electrodeposition, Pd2+ is incorporated into the
CeO2 structure forming the solid solution and precipitated as Pd°; the
properties of the coating are largely preserved after calcination at
550 °C. The resulting structured catalysts show highly active and stable
performances in the mass transfer limited CO oxidation.

Here we report the preliminary work performed to prepare these
catalysts with a twofold aim of: i) optimizing the range of preparative
conditions to deposit CeO2 coatings on open-cell foams using Ce(NO3)3
as precursor; ii) controlling the co-deposition of Pd2+ and CeO2, paying
special attention to the chemistry and electrochemistry of Pd2+.

Pd2+ is highly reducible and its electrodeposition, after electro-
reduction, as metallic particles is widely used; however, because of
their nobility, the stability of simple salt solutions is poor and hence
they are suitably coordinated by several ligands. Thus, the electro-
deposition of Pd° is not simply an electrochemical process but it is as-
sociated with the coordination chemistry of the depositing metal ion
[29]. Actually, the selection of a suitable palladium complex is a pre-
requisite for any reliable controlled Pd° nanoparticle synthesis in aqu-
eous solution [29–31] or for the formation of alloys [32]. The suit-
ability of the complex is determined by its formation constant β4 [30].
The metal–ligand interaction modifies the reduction potential of Pd2+,
for instance shifting it to more cathodic values. The selection of the
ligand should be such that the metal–ligand interaction is not too

strong, but just enough to allow the discharge of metal ion at the
cathode. Ammine complexes, e.g. [Pd(NH3)4]2+, have the highest sta-
bility in basic media [33] and a β4 constant of 1030.5. While the first and
simplest Pd plating bath that operates in the acidic pH range is
PdCl2–HCl system, where chloride complexes with different number of
Cl− ions are formed [34], the [PdCl4]2- complex with moderate stability
(β4 =1012.2) is susceptible to easy electrochemical reduction.

Thus, in this work we study the effect of the electrolyte properties
(total metal concentration, type of palladium precursor), potential ap-
plied and deposition time on the morphological and chemical-physical
properties of CeO2 and Pd-CeO2 coatings, as-prepared and after calci-
nation. The catalytic activity of calcined Pd-CeO2 structured catalysts is
evaluated in the CO oxidation. This reaction is considered a model re-
action for environmental applications and it is usually adopted for the
analysis of mass transfer performances since it is active at low tem-
perature and does not produce intermediates. A comparison of the mass
transfer performances of samples prepared with different deposition
parameters is reported. The conversions in mass transfer are compared
with the estimates provided from a correlation for the mass transfer in
open cell foams and actually reveals some differences in the conversion
that can be ascribed to incompletely coated surface or the local absence
of the active phase that leads to deviations in the CO conversions.

2. Experimental part

2.1. Catalyst preparation

9mm disks of FeCrAl open-cell foams with a nominal cell size equal
to 580 μm (100 ppi) and with a thickness of 1.9 mm, were cut from
commercial panels from Alantum GMBH and used as structured sup-
ports. Prior to use, the foams were subsequently washed in acetone,
water and then dried at 40 °C for 24 h.

Electrodepositions were performed in a homemade double-com-
partment flow electrochemical cell using a potentiostat (Autolab,
PGSTAT128 N, Eco Chemie) with GPES software. A Pt coil (0.4mm
diameter and 40 cm in length) and a saturated calomel electrode (SCE)
were used as counter and reference electrode (C.E. and R.E.), respec-
tively. The working electrode (W.E.) was the FeCrAl foam disk and it
was assembled by a two-pronged Pt electrical contact. The working and
counter electrode compartments were separated by a glass frit. The R.E.
was in electrolytic contact with the main compartment via a Luggin
capillary placed 1mm close to the surface of the foam cylinder. All
potentials were reported with respect to SCE. The flow in the cell was
set at 2mL min−1 as reported in a previous work [35].

The electrolytes contained Ce(NO3)3 or a mixture of a Pd precursor [Pd
(NH3)4(NO3)2 or PdCl2, noted as PdAN or PdC, respectively] and Ce(NO3)3
with atomic ratio (a.r.) Pd/Ce=3/97, to obtain a Pd nominal loading of
2wt.% in the final catalyst. A given amount of PdCl2, calculated for 250mL
electrolyte solution, was firstly dissolved in 10mL of distilled water with the
addition of 0.1 g of concentrated HCl (37%) and kept under stirring and
heating at 50 °C. When the solution became transparent orange colour, the
rest of water and Ce(NO3)3 were added to obtain the electrolytic solution.
The syntheses were performed varying the applied potential, concentration,
and synthesis time in the range shown Table 1. After synthesis, the samples
were dried at 120 °C for 24 h and calcined at 550 °C for 10 h.

Table 1
Synthesis parameters for the screening tests.

Electrolyte Concentration (M) Initial pH Potential
(V vs SCE)

Time (s)

Ce(NO3)3 0.06–0.15 4.9–3.5 −1.1 to −1.35 500–2000
PdAN: Ce(NO3)3 + Pd(NH3)4(NO3)2 0.06–0.15 ∼7 −1.1 to −1.35 500–2000
PdC: Ce(NO3)3 + PdCl2 (HCl) 0.135–0.15 ∼2.5 to 2.7 −1.1 to −1.2 500–1000

Pd/Ce= 3/97 atomic ratio.
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In order to study electrochemical properties of the electrolytes,
linear sweep voltammetries (LSV) were performed in different aqueous
electrolytes containing: i) only Pd precursor; ii) sole Ce(NO3)3; or iii) a
mixture of them, but keeping the same concentration than in the
cerium-containing electrolytes. The signal was recorded from 0 to
-1.4 V vs SCE with a scan rate of 1mV s−1.

2.2. Characterization techniques

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) coupled with energy dispersive
spectrometry (EDS) was performed by using an EP EVO 50 Series
Instrument (EVO ZEISS) equipped with an INCA X-act Penta FET®
Precision EDS microanalysis and INCA Microanalysis Suite Software
(Oxford Instruments Analytical). The accelerating voltage was 20 kV
and spectra were collected for 60 s. As-prepared deposited and calcined
foams were analysed in 3–4 regions of interest. The average Pd/Ce a.r.
ratio values were estimated for five different foams. The thickness of
the coated layers was estimated from SEM images where the solid de-
veloped cracks.

During SEM/EDS analysis, Micro-Raman spectra were in situ re-
corded by a Renishaw Raman Invia spectrometer configured with a
Leica DMLM microscope using Ar+ laser source (λ=514.5 nm,
Pout= 30mW considering the decrease in power due to the plasma
filter). The laser power was set by 10% of the source and the signal was
accumulated by four individual spectra with an acquisition time of 10 s.

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of the film grown on the foam
was carried out using a PANalytical X’Pert diffractometer equipped
with a copper anode (λmean= 0.15418 nm) and a fast X’Celerator de-
tector. Wide-angle diffractogram was collected over 2θ range from 20
to 70° with a step size of 0.05° and counting time 50 s.

N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms were measured at −196 °C
using a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 instrument. Prior to each measure-
ment, two calcined foams were degassed via a two-step pretreatement:
150 °C for 30min under a pressure of 30 μmHg and then 250 °C for
30min. The specific surface area (SBET) was calculated using the
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) multiple-point method in the relative
pressure range p/po from 0.05 to 0.3.

Temperature programmed reduction by Hydrogen (H2-TPR) was
performed in an AutoChem II (Chemisorption analyzer, Micromeritics)
with one coated foam. The catalyst was firstly outgassed at 150 °C
under 30mL min−1 of He for 30min. After cooling to -10 °C by vapor of
liquid N2, the carrier gas was switched to 5% H2/Ar (v/v) at 30mL
min−1. When the baseline was stable, the temperature was increased to
900 °C with a ramp of 10 °Cmin−1, while the amount of H2 consumed
was measured by means of a thermal conductivity detector (TCD).

2.3. Catalytic tests

The samples with a diameter equal to 9mm were loaded in a pipe
with internal diameter of 9mm and external diameter of 11mm [28].
This pipe was then inserted in a threaded tubular reactor fixed with a
screw and placed in an oven. At the top and at the bottom of the cat-
alytic samples, two 1200 μm and a single 580 μm bare foam disks re-
spectively, were added in order to increase the bed length and avoid
inlet effects acting as flow distributors. Two K-type thermocouples were
inserted in the reactor to measure the temperature upstream and
downstream the catalytic bed. Carbon monoxide and air provided by
SAPIO® were fed through stainless steel lines and regulated with
BROOKS mass flow controllers; gases were mixed and preheated in a
coil up to 175 °C before entering in the reaction zone. Compositions of
reactants and products were analysed with an on-line gas chromato-
graph 6890 from Agilent Technologies equipped with two thermal
conductivity detectors (TCD) and two packed columns filled respec-
tively with Molecular Sieve 5 A 80/100 mesh and Porapak Q 80/100;
the first column was used for the quantification of nitrogen, oxygen and
carbon monoxide, the second one was exploited for the evaluation of

CO2; temperature profile of the GC oven was chosen accordingly to
provide adequate separation of the peaks in the chromatograms.

Effects of the flow rates on the CO combustion were assessed in-
vestigating different flow rates in the range 1000–9000 cm3min−1 at
STP (1–9 SLM) with 3% CO (v/v). During each test the oven tem-
perature was increased stepwise in order to change the inlet tempera-
ture, after reaching steady state conditions for the temperatures, the
conversion of CO was determined by the analysis of the reaction pro-
ducts; the overall errors detected in carbon balances were in the range
1–3%. Only analyses before the proper ignition point or in the plateau
regime when the reaction is almost under complete diffusive control
were performed, due to the problematic control of the temperature in
the kinetically-limited regime. Due to the exothermic character of the
reaction, temperature differences up to 120 °C across the foam bed were
observed in the achieved mass transfer regime, much lower than
adiabatic temperature rise, i.e. 300 °C in the testing conditions, due to
efficient heat transfer mechanisms inside open cell foams. Blank tests
with calcined bare foams were carried out to confirm the absence of
homogeneous reaction and avoid any effect in the conversion induced
by the setup or the bare supports. The conversions lower than 4% were
observed up to 450 °C. Absence of bypass was checked performing the
tests at 1 SLM: in these conditions almost complete conversions were
observed confirming the absence of preferential flow paths in the re-
actor.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. CeO2 electrodeposition and calcined samples

The parameters that determined the electrochemical pH generation
and the chemical precipitation of cerium-based deposits (i.e. electrolyte
concentration, potential applied, and synthesis time) were modified as
shown in Table 1.

LSVs in the different Ce(NO3)3 electrolytes in Fig. S1 displayed a
discharge at ca -1.1 V due to NO3

− reduction [21], which overlapped
with H2O reduction at potentials above -1.2 V. The increase in con-
centration slightly shifted the onset towards more cathodic potentials
and decreased the current at high cathodic potentials, due to the in-
hibition of the H2O reduction. Thus, in this work the generation of the
pH was mainly related to NO3

− reduction, with some contribution of
H2O reduction, the reduction of dissolved O2 at low potential could not
be also discarded.

To investigate the feasibility of the method to prepare thin and thick
cerium-containing layers, electrodepositions were firstly performed at
-1.2 V with a 0.06M Ce(NO3)3 solution in the 500–2000 s range. The
current exchanged, Fig. S2a, quickly decreased in the first 250 s,
reaching then the limiting value with a high reproducibility. The evo-
lution of the mass of solid electrodeposited with the time followed a
linear behaviour, Fig. S3, reaching a 32.5 wt.% in 2000 s. This trend
indicates that the electrodeposition yield was relatively constant even
after 2000 s [14,22]. Moreover, it could be stated that the previously
reported hindering effect of the first deposited layers (reducing the
electronic conductivity at the interface with the solution) and the es-
tablishment of an equilibrium between the electrodeposition phenom-
enon and the acidic redissolution at the deposit-solution interface [20]
did not greatly modify the electrodeposition in this work.

SEM images of the foams coated at different times are shown in
Fig. 1. Even at 500 s, the foam surface was covered by a very thin and
compact film, which did not alter its typical ball morphology (Fig. 1a,
a1). It was not possible to identify any particle shape in the coating,
probably because of the formation of very small particles out of SEM
resolution. In agreement with solid loadings, the coating thickness
homogeneously increased with the length of the pulse. At 1000 s
(Fig. 1b, b1), the bare foam shape could be still observed, while at 2000
s, a ca. 18 μm film precipitated (Fig. 1c, c1). The increase in the coating
thickness was accompanied by the development of cracks and spalling,
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but the morphology of the coating was unaltered (Fig. 1b2, c2).
The concentration of both electroactive NO3

− anions and pre-
cipitating Ce3+ cations increased in 0.12 , 0.135, and 0.15M electro-
lytes. However, the current exchanged during the pulse at -1.2 V, only
increased with the concentration up to ca. 150–155mA at 500 s (Fig.
S2b), suggesting the saturation of the active sites for the reduction [36].
Consequently, the solid loading was not directly related to the elec-
trolyte concentration, for instance at 1000 s a 16–19wt.% deposited
with 0.06–0.135M electrolytes (Fig. 1b1, 2a, 2b). In contrast, the
coating morphology, particle shape and size, was altered. In compar-
ison to the 0.06M solution, well-defined platelets precipitated
(Fig. 2a2, b2, c2); the higher the concentration the smaller the particles.
Moreover, a compact outer layer developed as the synthesis time was
prolonged, being more abundant and thicker in coatings obtained from
0.135 and 0.15M electrolytes, despite for the latter the synthesis time
was only 500 s (Fig. 2a1, b1, c1). By modifying the potential between
-1.1 V to -1.35 V similar morphologies could be obtained (not shown),
although the current increased by performing the syntheses at −1.35 V
(Fig. S2b).

In previous works [14,16], platelets were attributed to Ce(OH)3 that
establishes hydrogen bonds, while spherical particles to CeO2. How-
ever, in this work, regardless of the investigated parameters, the only

deposited crystalline phase identified by XRD was the cubic fluorite
CeO2 (Fig. 3a). In the Raman spectra in Fig. 3c, the positions of the
bands due to the F2g of CeO2 (456 cm−1) and defects (600 cm−1) were
unaltered with the deposition parameters. Furthermore, the peak ob-
served at 1040-1050 cm−1 was due to free nitrate [15].

The samples were calcined at 550 °C to remove the nitrates and
physisorbed water and to stabilize the coating for medium temperature
catalytic applications. In Fig. S4, SEM images of selected representative
samples at different magnifications are shown. The morphology of the
coating particles was not largely altered, although some more cracks
developed. Similar to the as-deposited samples, only the reflections of
CeO2 and the metallic support were identified in the XRD patterns,
Fig. 3b. Raman spectra in Fig. 3d, confirmed the removal of nitrates,
and they also indicated that the CeO2 was slightly more crystalline
(more intense and narrower F2g mode), but kept some defects (band at
ca. 600 cm−1). The amount of adsorbed N2 was correlated to the solid
loading (Fig. S5), SBET values of coated foams increased from 7.5, 10.8
to 11.2m2 g-1 for the samples prepared in Ce(NO3)3 0.06M at -1.2 V for
500, 1000, and 2000 s, respectively. In the H2-TPR profiles of calcined
foams coated with 0.06M and 0.15M electrolytes (Fig. 4), the H2

consumption due to surface and bulk CeO2 were recorded at medium
and high temperatures, respectively [37]. The profile was shifted

Fig. 1. SEM images of samples electrodeposited in Ce(NO3)3 0.06M at -1.2 V vs SCE for different synthesis time: 500 s (a, a1, a2), 1000 s (b, b1, b2), and 2000 s (c, c1,
c2). Figure a2, b2, and c2 presents a high magnification of a selected area in a1, b1, and c1, respectively. The numbers in a1, b1, and c1 indicate the solid loadings.
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towards lower temperatures for the sample obtained from the 0.06M
electrolyte, the shift being more remarkable for the reduction of surface
CeO2. These differences could be related to the surface area of the
coatings as well as the accessibility of H2 to the sites related to the
morphology of the particles.

3.2. Pd-CeO2 electrodeposition and calcined samples

The wide range of parameters suitable for the deposition of CeO2

coatings were exploited in the preparation of Pd-CeO2. The aim was to
promote the NO3

− reduction to allow the precipitation of Pd2+ to-
gether with CeO2, as in the conventional coprecipitation process with
NaOH [38], avoiding the massive Pd2+ electroreduction. To achieve
this aim, the chemistry and electrochemistry of Pd2+ were taken into
account. Namely, [Pd(NH3)4](NO3)2 or PdCl2-HCl were mixed with Ce
(NO3)3 to prepare the electrolytes. The differences between both elec-
trolytes were not only the Pd2+reducibility but also the initial pH as
shown in Table 1. It should be remarked that the interfacial reduction
reaction between Pd2+ and Ce3+, which has been reported to occur
after mixing Ce3+ precursor with Pd2+ and ammonia [39], could not be
discarded to contribute to the formation of Pd° particles.

Firstly, the complexes in the electrolyte solutions were investigated
by UV–vis spectroscopy (Fig. S6). The spectra of the electrolytes were
compared with those of aqueous solutions of sole Ce(NO3)3, [Pd(NH3)4]

(NO3)2, and PdCl2 in HCl with the same concentration than in Ce-
containing electrolytes. The band at 298 nm of the square planar [Pd
(NH3)4]2+ complex [33] was overlapped with a band of the Ce(NO3)3
solution. On the other hand, the spectra of PdCl2 in HCl showed a spin-
forbidden d-d transition (1A2g ⟵ 1A1g) at 430 nm that could be related
to the square-planar [PdCl3][H2O]− complex, rather than to [PdCl4]2-

[40]. The band slightly shifted towards lower wavenumbers (426 nm)
in the Ce-containing electrolyte.

The differences in the Pd2+ reduction depending on the electrolyte
were evidenced by LSV curves in Fig. S7. In the ammine containing
electrolyte, the small reduction peak starting at ca. -0.7 V was related to
the two-electron Pd2+ reduction in [Pd(NH3)4]2+ [41]. The same peak
was observed in absence of Ce3+. These results confirmed the presence
of the square planar complex, not clearly supported by UV–vis spec-
troscopy. The current registered at more negative potentials could be
related to both nitrate and water reduction promoted by Pd°. In the
PdCl2−HCl electrolyte, the reduction already started at -0.3 V, due to
the lower stability of [PdCl3][H2O]− [34]. During electrodeposition,
the increase of the pH and the production of NH4

+ in the electrode-
electrolyte interface may modify these complexes; although the re-
plenishment of the solution due to the flow of the electrolyte may de-
crease this behaviour.

Performing the electrodepositions at -1.2 V vs SCE in the electrolyte
containing the [Pd(NH3)4]2+ complex, the screening of synthesis

Fig. 2. SEM images of samples electrodeposited at -1.2 V vs SCE in Ce(NO3)3 with different concentration 0.12M - 1000 s (a, a1, a2), 0.135M - 1000 s (b, b1, b2), and
0.15M - 500 s (c, c1, c2). The numbers in a, b and c indicate the solid loading. The numbers in a2, b2, and c2 present the length of platelet-like particles estimated
from high magnification images.
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parameters, i.e. time (500–2000 s) and concentration (0.06-0.15M),
revealed a good solid coverage but with a poor Pd distribution. The
foam was well covered by a film mainly made of platelets notwith-
standing the thickness (Fig. 5a, a1, a2), unlike for pristine CeO2

samples. The highest pH of the electrolyte could modify the electro-
deposition process (nucleation and growth) and therefore the particle
morphology. As shown in Fig. 5 a2, agglomerates of Pd-containing
particles were identified in some regions of the sample (Pd/Ce= 14.1/
85.9 a.r.), while the Pd content dispersed on the coating, i.e. identified
by EDS but not as particles, was very low (e.g. Pd/Ce=0.6/99.4 a.r.).
The stability of the complex and the simultaneous production of NH4

+

during the nitrate reduction may inhibit Pd2+ precipitation as oxide/
hydroxide or Pd°.

A more cathodic potential, -1.3 V vs SCE, combined with a 0.135M
electrolyte slightly increased the Pd loading dispersed in the solid, e.g.
Pd/Ce=1.1/98.9 a.r., without modifying the coating morphology
(Fig. 5b, b1, b2). Short times, i.e. 1000 s, were however required to
limit the growth of Pd-containing particles and H2 evolution by water
reduction. Under these conditions a faster basic media generation could
be fostered because of the more negative potential (Fig. S8a), while the
highest NO3

− concentration suppressed the H2 evolution, at least at
short times. Indeed, at the same potential a lower electrolyte con-
centration gave rise to more cracked deposits, because the larger con-
tribution of H2 evolution. A more concentrated 0.15M solution led to a
good coverage with less and smaller cracks (Fig. 5c, c1), but promoted
the deposition of big Pd spherical particles of even up to 1 μm
(Fig. 5c2).

The easiest reducibility of the [PdCl3][H2O]− complex made it
necessary to adjust the potential applied (Fig. 6 and Fig. S8b). More-
over, concentrated electrolytes (i.e. 0.135 and 0.15M) were preferred
to: i) favor the Pd2+ precipitation; ii) decrease synthesis time; iii)

Fig. 3. Characterization of CeO2 coated samples prepared in Ce(NO3)3 with different synthesis conditions: XRD patterns (a and b, fresh and calcined, respectively)
and Raman spectra (c and d, fresh and calcined, respectively).

Fig. 4. H2-TPR of CeO2 and Pd-CeO2 calcined foams obtained from both am-
mine (PdAN) and chloride (PdC) complexes. The synthesis conditions for every
sample are shown in the plot.
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achieve a suitable loading. In comparison to the [Pd(NH3)4]2+ com-
plex, with the 0.135M electrolyte and performing the synthesis for
1000 s, the co-deposition of large Pd° particles and CeO2 compact and
platelet-containing layers occurred at -1.3 and -1.2 V vs SCE (Fig. 6b,
b1, b2). The acidic pH of the solution may alter the CeO2 precipitation
in comparison to the [Pd(NH3)4]2+ containing electrolyte. Moreover,
the exchange of Cl− by H2O during the electro-base generation method
could occur as the pH increased [40], with the modification of the re-
duction potential [42]. By performing the deposition at a less negative
−1.1 V vs SCE potential (Fig. 6a, a1, a2), the Pd° deposition was par-
tially suppressed and the solid contained some more well dispersed Pd,
with Pd/Ce a.r around 3.4/96.6 and 1.0/99.0 for instance.

The increase in the concentration of the electrolyte containing
[PdCl3][H2O]− to 0.15M controlled better the deposition of the solid at
-1.2 V, whenever a short time was used, i.e. 500 s as shown in Fig. 6c,
c1, c2. If prolonging the time up to 1000 s, the growth of Pd particles
was favored. In the 500 s synthesis, CeO2 deposits with Pd/Ce=3.3/
96.7 a.r. were prepared. Only in some isolated regions were identified
agglomerates of Pd particles, making the Pd content measured in dis-
solved coatings to be larger (Pd/Ce=5/95 a.r.) [28]. It should be re-
marked that the solid loading was larger in comparison to the CeO2 and
the Pd-CeO2 samples prepared with the ammine complex.

After calcination, the coating of the samples prepared with the
ammine complex developed less cracks and the film was well adhered,
since the single platelet morphology better withstand the shearing

stresses (Fig. 7a, a1). While in coatings obtained from the acidic
chlorine electrolyte some partial detachment of the more compact film
occurred (Fig. 7b, b1). Nevertheless, in both cases the foam surface was
well coated. No large sintering of the Pd-containing particles was ob-
served by SEM, and dispersed Pd species, i.e. identified by EDS but not
as particles, were still present in the catalysts prepared from both type
of Pd precursors.

Likewise CeO2, and regardless of the coating morphology, XRD
patterns only showed the CeO2 reflections in all of the samples before
and after calcination (Fig. 8a shows the calcined samples), even in those
where the formation of large Pd-containing particles was evidenced by
SEM/EDS. It was rather difficult to establish any difference among the
patterns before and after calcination and to observe any shift in the
reflections due to Pd2+ inclusion in the structure. Micro-Raman mea-
surements inside the SEM chamber completed the structural char-
acterization. In Fig. 8b the spectra of some representative calcined
samples are shown. The intensity and width of bands due to the CeO2

F2g mode and defects depended on coating features such as composition
and thermal treatment. A larger amount of well-dispersed Pd species,
like in PdC samples, was correlated with a more intense band at ca.
550 cm−1 due to defects and with a lower sintering during calcination
(broader F2g mode), probably due to the formation of the PdxCe1-xO2-δ

solid solution, as identified by XPS in our previous work [28]. The B1g
vibrational mode of square planar [PdO4] subunits in the structure of
PdO was also registered at 651 cm−1. This band was present in as-

Fig. 5. SEM images of fresh Pd-CeO2 samples electrodeposited at different synthesis conditions with the ammine containing electrolyte (Pd(NH3)4(NO3)2 precursor):
0.12M, -1.2 V, 1500 s (a, a1, a2); 0.135M, -1.3 V, 1000 s (b, b1, b2); and 0.15M, -1.3 V, 1000 s (c, c1, c2). The numbers in a1, b1, and c1 indicate the solid loadings,
and in a2, b2, c2 the Pd/Ce ratio estimated from EDS.
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deposited samples prepared in 1000 s with both 0.135 and 0.15M
ammine-containing electrolytes at -1.3 V and with the 0.135M chloride
one applying a -1.2 and -1.3 V, in places wherein large Pd-containing
species were observed by SEM/EDS such as in Fig. 5b2, c2 or Fig. 6a2,
b2. It suggested that both large Pd° and PdO particles precipitated
during electrodeposition. On the other hand, when absent in the fresh
samples, a small PdO band developed after calcination due to some
sintering. These results, supported by previous XPS measurements in
PdC 0.15M −1.2 V 500 s calcined sample, indicated that the catalysts
contained PdxCe1-xO2-δ, Pd° and PdO. The solid solution seemed to be
more abundant in PdC samples due to well dispersed Pd2+, this phase
coexisted with Pd° and PdO. In PdAN catalysts, the lower amount of Pd
decreased the amount of solid solution and PdO, but Pd° particles were
observed.

The H2-TPR profiles of selected samples prepared with ammine and
chloride complexes were displayed in Fig. 4. In the profile of sample
prepared with the 0.135M ammine electrolyte at -1.3 V for 1000 s, a
negative peak due to the decomposition of palladium hydride, formed
on large Pd° particles, was recorded at ca. 80 °C [43,44]. The broad
peak in the 100–350 °C range could be attributed to the reduction of
well dispersed Pd2+ species, such as those in the PdxCe1-xO2-δ solid
solution, together with surface CeO2 [44]. Indeed, the intensity of the
reduction of surface CeO2 decreased and was registered at lower tem-
peratures in comparison to sole CeO2. The reduction profile of the
catalyst prepared with the 0.15M chloride-containing electrolyte was
modified in agreement with the different properties. PdO and Pd2+ in

the solid solution identified in our previous work [28], were responsible
of the reduction peaks at ca. 70 and 150 °C, the latter also overlapped
with the CeO2 reduction. While the lower number of Pd° or their
smaller size were responsible of the absence of the negative peak.

3.3. Catalytic activity in the CO oxidation

The CO ignition curves obtained over coated foams prepared with
the two Pd2+ precursors with a 3% CO inlet concentration and at se-
lected SLM flows are shown in Fig. 9. The detailed tests performed at all
the flow rates in the range from 1 to 9 SLM are shown in Fig. S9. Tests at
1 SLM were performed to exclude any preferential flow path inside the
reactor; almost complete conversion was observed ensuring adequate
activity of the catalyst and excluding a significant bypass.

At 3 SLM, the catalyst prepared in the 0.135M ammine electrolyte
at −1.3 V for 1000 s, namely the one showing the best characterization
features, had an ignition temperature around 215 °C and reached an
89% CO conversion in the external diffusional regime. A slightly lower
CO conversion (88%) was achieved over the catalyst prepared at -1.2 V.
However, after the ignition point, the plateau was reached more slowly
and at a higher temperature, i.e. 325 °C. In the curves obtained with
catalysts prepared from chloride electrolytes, lower ignition tempera-
tures and higher CO conversions in the diffusive regime, above 92%,
were achieved. Variations of only 1–2% in the CO conversion and ca.
25 °C in the temperature were observed depending on the synthesis
conditions.

Fig. 6. SEM images of fresh Pd-CeO2 samples electrodeposited at different synthesis conditions with chloride containing electrolyte (PdCl2 precursor): 0.135M,
-1.1 V, 1000 s (a, a1, a2); 0.135M, -1.2 V, 1000 s (b, b1, b2); and 0.15M, -1.2 V, 500 s (c, c1, c2). The numbers in a1, b1, and c1 indicate the solid loadings, and in a2,
b2, c2 the Pd/Ce ratio estimated from EDS.
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Tests at higher SLM better evidenced the differences among cata-
lysts. For the catalyst prepared with the ammine precursor (0.135M,
-1.3 V, 1000 s), at 4 SLM a plateau around 84% was attained at 295 °C.
While at higher flow rates (5 and 6 SLM), the mass transfer limited
regime was not achieved even above 400 °C. Moreover, the conversion

significantly decreased, around 10–12% every 1 SLM. In contrast, the
samples prepared with chloride precursors exhibited much better cat-
alytic performance when increasing the reactant flow rate. Although at
3 SLM the foam coated with the 0.15M solution at -1.2 V showed
slightly lower CO conversion than the one obtained with the 0.135M

Fig. 7. SEM images of selected Pd-CeO2 calcined samples electrodeposited with electrolytes containing different Pd precursors: Pd(NH3)4(NO3)2 0.135M, -1.3 V,
1000 s (a, a1) and PdCl2 0.15M, -1.2 V, 500 s (b, b1).

Fig. 8. XRD patterns (a) and Raman spectra (b) of calcined Pd-CeO2 catalysts prepared with the ammine (PdAN) and chloride (PdC) precursors.
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electrolyte at -1.1 V, at 6 SLM their catalytic performances were com-
parable. However, at the highest flow rate tested, the former still ex-
hibited an 84% CO conversion at 9 SLM, while the latter showed a
lower CO conversion (80%) even at a lower flow rate of 8 SLM.

The coatings were rather stable with time-on-stream; some more
cracks and partial detachments were observed mainly in the compact
layer of the catalysts prepared with chloride precursors than those with
ammine ones as shown in Fig. S10, probably related to the platelet
morphology of the latter that better withstand thermal and mechanical
stresses. However, it should be noted that the PdC 0.15M -1.2 V 500 s
sample showed high activity and stability after 48 h time-on-stream and
different thermal cycles in our previous work [28].

The catalytic activity results pointed out the importance of the
coating and Pd distribution in the activity of structured catalysts in the
CO oxidation already observed by some of us [45]. The light-off tem-
perature is mainly governed by chemical kinetics, i.e. the catalyst
amount. In the mass-transfer controlled regime, the active catalyst
surface accessible to the reactants and fluid-dynamic operating condi-
tions are responsible of the reaction rate. An assessment of the mass
transfer performances was performed comparing the experimental
measurements against the conversion estimated adopting the mass
transfer correlation for open cell foams developed by Bracconi et al.
[46]. Such evaluation needs to accurately describe the geometrical
properties of the coated foams. In this regard, the model of Ambrosetti
et al. [47] was employed, adopting the same strategy described in [46]
to account for the presence of the coating. In [28] a coating thickness
equal to 5 μm was measured with μCT, similar values were detected for
other samples by SEM pictures, hence that value was used as reference
value to estimate foam morphology after the washcoat deposition. To
understand the effect of axial dispersion, in Fig. 10, conversions cal-
culated with a plug-flow reactor (PFR) model with and without dis-
persions (dashed and solid lines respectively) are presented. Reactor
Peclet numbers in the range [20–200] were employed for the experi-
mental tests, thus limiting the impact of axial dispersion on estimated
conversions. The experimental curves present a deviation from the ideal
mass transfer conversions, which might be due to partially coated
surface, non-uniform Pd distribution and/or pore clogging. Overall an
effective surface utilization factor equal to 0.75 was calculated, to fit
the deviations in terms of volumetric mass transfer rates between the
simulations and the experiments. A deviation for the 0.15M −1.2 V
500 s was observed without any physical explanation.

Thus the catalytic behaviours not only depended on the homo-
geneity and thickness of the coating but also on the distribution and
number of Pd active sites. Both types of Pd precursors generated com-
parable homogeneity of the coating, however, the better control of Pd
content and distribution in case of the chloride than with the ammine
Pd2+ precursor, and probably the higher coating loading, especially
using a high electrolyte concentration (i.e. 0.15M) and applying a

Fig. 9. CO ignition curves (3% CO concentration) at different 3 SLM tests for foams coated with ammine (a) and chloride (b) containing electrolytes.

Fig. 10. Comparison of mass transfer performances of samples 0.15M - 1.2 V
500 s (red circles), 0.135M -1.1 V 1000 s (black squares), prediction of mass
transfer model with a surface utilization factor equal to 0.75 without axial
dispersion (dashed line) and with axial dispersion (solid line) (For interpreta-
tion of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article).
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-1.2 V vs SCE potential for short times (i.e. 500 s) resulted in a superior
catalytic performance even at very high GHSV values. However, the
role of the type of Pd species in the activity, Pd° and Pd2+, and their
reducibility and sintering with time-on-stream could not be discarded
to contribute to the activity [28,44,48,49].

4. Conclusions

The basic pH reached in the electrode-electrolyte interface by applica-
tion of a cathodic potential to a foam dipped in a Ce(NO3)3 electrolyte al-
lowed to prepare cubic fluorite CeO2 coatings containing defects on small
pore size metallic foams under a wide range of conditions and with a high
reproducibility. The concentration of the Ce(NO3)3 precursor, potential
applied and synthesis time controlled not only the thickness but also the
morphology of the coatings, compact and platelet-like. Diluted baths gen-
erated a compact coating prone to crack formation during drying and cal-
cination steps. Larger and interconnected platelets were obtained with
concentrated solutions, which decreased the crack development, followed
by the deposition of a compact layer laying on them. The calcination in-
creased the crystallinity of CeO2, but some defects and the surface reduction
peak in H2-TPR profile were still identified.

The electrochemistry and chemistry of Pd2+ should be considered in
the one-step preparation of Pd-CeO2 coatings. The type of Pd2+ pre-
cursor determined the Pd content and distribution as well as the mor-
phology of CeO2 particles. The [Pd(NH3)4]2+ complex, due to its in-
termediate degree of stability in basic media, increased the reduction
potential delaying the formation of Pd° but also the palladium in-
corporation into CeO2. A good coverage of the foam surface by mainly
CeO2 platelets, very stable after calcination, was achieved in a wide
range of deposition conditions. Nevertheless, a -1.3 V vs SCE potential
combined with a 0.135M electrolyte concentration and 1000 s de-
position time were the best conditions individuated to increase the Pd
loading limiting the Pd° deposition. The palladium chloride complex,
probably [PdCl3][H2O]−, was more easily reduced, but either a further
increase in the electrolyte concentration (0.15M) and a shorter time
(500 s) or a less negative potential (-1.1 V vs SCE), allowed a rather
controlled deposition of dispersed Pd2+ species on the CeO2 coating
made by both platelets and compact layers.

Better control of Pd content and distribution in case of chloride than
with ammine precursor resulted in a superior catalytic performance in
the CO oxidation, reaching the mass transfer controlled regime even at
very high GHSV values.
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